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MEXICO PTS ITS FAITH IN EDUCA:TION.

Dr. Puig Casauramc, the present Secretary of Educa-

tion in Mexico, tells a story of how on one of his tours of

inspection he stopped one day to visit the frontier town of

Nogales in the State of Sonora. "My eye was caught", relates

Dr. Casauranc, "by a splendid building in the process of coz-

struction on a little hill in the poorest and most misePable

section of the town. When I enquired about this building, I

wss informed it was a school being built by the City Council.

Most of the work, however, it later developed, was being done

by the inhabitants of the little community around the school;

for it was these poor people who caried the stones up the

steep hill working like peons, without pay or recompense

of any sort. I immediately decided I must visit the school

and talk to some of these volunteer workers. Among others,

I met one old man almost seventy years of age. Don Isabel

was his marne, and he had come to Nogales from the State of

Guanajuato. I started to compliment him for the work which

he was doing fo the school, but in the midst of my remarks,

he stepped me and said: ’Seor, there is no reason for you

to congratulate me; when I used to live in my ’pueblo’ tn

amajuato, there also I carried many ocks and stones but

it was to build a church that I labored. Now I labor to build

a school, for I have learned that when we Mexicans are obliged

to cross the border into the United States in search of work,

they do rot ask us, if we know how to pray; they ask us, if we

can read "
Often it is the Don Isabels who express more clearly



than many a learned tome or column of statistics, the changes

that are taking place Im a country. And so it is in this case.

Modern Mexico has put its faith in education. The Mexican

nation is at the present time conducting an experiment in

public education, unprecedented in the history of the country.

Like old Don Isabel, Mexico is carrying rocks and stones up a

hill to build a school.

The bill for public education in Mexico for the year

1926 was 49,576,16.6 pesos. Of this amount, 27,613,905 pesos

was spent by the Federal overnment; 19,93,560 pesos by the

state governments; and ,038,V00 pesos by the municipal govern-

ments. For the federal government, this meant that V.3V% of

the national budget was devoted to education. The average per-

centage of the state bugets devoted to educational purposes

was 34.0%. Although the statistics for the current year (197)

have not yet been published, tt is estimated that an even great,,,

er amount has been spent for public education in 197 than in

1926. In other words, translating these’igures into American

dollars, Mexico is spending for public education at the present

time approximately $25,000,000 a year. With twenty five million

dollars a year a goodly number of rocks can be carried up a

goodly number of hills. It is the purpose of this article to

survey briefly, first, the nature of the "hill" which Mexico is

trying to climb, i.e. the nature of the educational problem;

and, second, to describe in summary fashion what manner of "rocks"

Mexico is building into the foundation of its new educational

s ys tem

In the narrower sense, the problem of education in



Mexico is a problem of illiteracy. The 1921 census gives the

total popultion of Mexico as 14,334,780. Of this number,

6,879,348 or 65.27% of the population above i0 years of age

cannot read or write. In several states the prcentage of

illiteracy of the population above i0 Years of age rises as

high as 80%, and even in the Federal District the percentage

is 24.09%. To put the matte the other way around, out of a

total population of 10,538,621 above i0 years of age, only

3,564,767, or a little over one third, are known to be able

to read and write.

It would be difficult to imagine from the point of

view of our modern standards in such matters,a worse state of

affairs than these statlstics disclose. But even figures, such

as these0cannot give a true understanding of the real educa-

tional problem with which the Mexican government is faced. As

a matter of fact, in ary predominantly agricultural country

the inability ef a large per cent of the population to read

and write might no be so important as it appears at first blush.

The chief reason why the high percentage of illiteracy in Mexico

at the present time is a matter of serious moment is that this

percentage hapns to be not only an index of the ability of the

people to read and write, but, what is vastly more significant,

an index of the standard of living of an overwhelming majority

of the population.

In other words, the fact that 65% of the people of

Mexico cannot read and write also corresponds with the fact

that at least 68% (and probably more) of the population is

living at a level where the most strenous efforts barely suf-



fice to keep body and soul together. And although it is not

to be denied that political., economic, and hSstoical factors

are partly responsible for this unfortunate condition, the

modern educational leaders of Mexico are firmly convinced that

at the root of the evil lies the ignorance of the people. That

the pOple cannot read and write, is a minor matter compared

with the fact that the majority of Mexico’s rural population

(ad at least three fourths of the people are rural) is Ig-

norant of all but the most primitive agricultural techniques;

that the people are without knowledge of how to care for their

physical wellbeing and innocent of hygiene; that they do not

know how to use the natural resources lying at their very door

steps; and that their homes, their clothes, their food are

still of the cudest and most primitive type.

Lest it appear that the foregoing statement is only

the reaction of a foreignsr, let me quote from a report recent-

ly published by the Sub-Secretary of Education, Se6.or Mois@s

Senz, after an official tour through the mountainous regions

of the State of Puebla.

"The climate of his region is varied...the rainfall

very generous and the land, if well cultivated, of ’enormous

fertility. The people arehard working...men, women, and

children, like ants from sun to sun. And yet, despite the

fact that nature has been prodigious in Its glfts...that the

land is well distributed amongst the population, that tley have

peace and for some time past have had a benevolent government

still the standard of living of these people is of the very

lowest type Using the methods of the neolithic age, the
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Indians work their.,lnds and gather it fruits. On the market

day of the nearest "pueblocito" (’nearest’ oftimes means a

whole day’s walk) the men, the women, and even the poor llttls

children come carrying on their shoulders the meager harvest...

As did their fatherand their grandfathers and all their an

cestOrs, so also do they; thus do they sow and reap, thus bar-

gain and sell

"For the most part, tbey know ofno other way to

renew the fertility of their lands than to allow them periodic-

ally to rest. The year in which the land lles fallow, the

family simply suffers more hunger. In one place, ZapotStlan,

there was a man who cultivated his land very well...This man

wished to teach the Indians his secret. They listened to him

Wlthitheir usual apathy, but when the harvest came and they

witness ed again the miracle of his greater yield, forgetting

the practical instruction which he had given them, they asked

to what saint he prayed in Order to obtain smch,an abundant

harvest and to what priest he said hismasses."

In order to get the full significance of this quota

tion, it must be remembered that its aGthor is not describing

conditions in the State of Chiapas or Oaxaca or any other

region far removed from the center of activity and as yet re-

latively undeveloped. On the contrary, the. State of Puebla is

one of the richest of the central plateau region andLas"well

ecaipped with means o communication as any other st.te in the

Republic. The conditions which characterize the life of the

inhabitants of the "sierras" of Puebla are not the exception

in Mexico, but the rule. Since this is trUe, the: problm of



education in Mexico is a social poblem in the widest meaning

of the term. The people ned to be taught to read and wite,

but, mor. e than this, they need to be shown a way of life. Lit-

eracy is only the first step; reading and writing only a means

to achieving the higher end of raising the standard of living

and "incorporating the masses of the people in the civilized

life of the nation".

If the uetion which confronts the educational leaders

of exice Is, from one point of view, a matter of how the school

can best aid the economic and material rehabilitatiOn of the

people, fom another point of vieW, quite as important for :the

future of exico, it is a questlon of what part the school cam

play in creating a spirit of national unity and cultural homo-

geneity in a country where as yet these things are aspirations

rather than accomplished facts. Mexico, in he words of a

former Secretary of Education, Jos Vasconcelos, is a la.nd of

contrasts and differences. "Mexico:s most striking feature is

the extreme difference in the appearance of the inhabitants,

the natur of the soil, in the climat of nearby sections,

abysmal differences in the thought of the people and in the

landscape ef the country. Perhaps there is no nation on eath

Where you can f.ind in the same accentua.t.’.form a coexistence

of human types separate by centuries and even epochs of ethno-

graphical development peopls different in blood, race tradi-

tlon and habits."

Geographically, racially, and culturally, MexicO is

not one, but a half dozen different countries. In the south

and in a relatively narrow strip along bothcoasts are the



"tierras calientes " with the: xcess’ive heat and torrential

rains of the tropics. Rising gradually from the great Sono.a

desert in the north and attaining an elevation of 7,500 feet

in the Vailey of MeEico, is the great central plateau.

climate of this region varies from cool to very cold and,

although for the most part semi-arid conditions prevail, when

th land is properly irrigated, due the great elevation almost

any product of the temperate and north temperate zone can be

raised. Between the Great Central Plateau and either coast

can be found On the slopes and in the valleys of the two g

mountain ranges which traverse Mexico from north to south, al-

most any cllmate which may dsi.d. In the fourteen hour trip,

for example, between ex’ico City and Vera Cruz, you pass through

as many varieties of climate as if you..-.jOurneyed in the United

States from Estes Park, Colorado, to Palm Beach, Florida.

thnologically, present day Mexico presents as hete

rogenous a picture as it does geographically. Conventionally,

Mexican population is divided into three classes: whites, Indians,

and "mestizes" (i.e. the results of cPosses between the indlge-

nous groups and the whites). The 1921 census gives the follow-

ing classification of thepopultlon:

Pure indigenous groups (Indians). 4.179,449 or 29.16%
Mestlzos....... ......... 8.504,561 or 59.33%
Whites .......... 1.404,718 or 9.80%
Race unknown and foreigners.......... 246,052’ or 1.71%
Tota i -p-opultiO’ .--. .14.33.: V80 oI00 %.

These statistics can, of course, be only approximately correct;

but at least they serve to indicate the larger outlines of the

rac ial composit ion of the population. When oheiStops tO consider



that no one ef the three major clauses indicated above represents

a "pure" or homogenous racial stock, the picture becomes even

more complex. The term "whites", for example, refers in the main,

of course, to the Spanish Conquerors and their descendants. But

the Spanish, it must be remembered, are a hybrldizat’ion Of all

the racial stocks of Europe PlUs whatever is represented sthnO-

logically by the historical terms "Moors" and "Jews". On the

other hand, what the Census lists as "pure indigenous,’ p’opula-

tion, is made up of at least three widely different’ types of

Indians, in turn divided into an undetermined number (probably

fifty or more) sub-types. The mestizos are anything that can-

not be put into one of the other two classes.

Considered in relation to the problem of education,

the geographical and racial diversity Which characteriz exico

would not necessarily appear as a significant factor, were it

not also true that levels and varieties of cultural development

can be correlated with these geographical and biological dif-

ferences. Without entering into the moot questions of geogra-

phical or racial determinism, one may simply state’ that there

is in MeXlCO at the present time an almost one to one correspond-

ence between cultural diversity and environmental and biological

diverslty.

For @nvenience,one may speak, for example, of the

indigenous (Indian) population of Mexico as a single "race"",
but one must be careful not to imply thereby a cultural unity

Which in reality does not exist. Thls "single race" includes

over 49 well distinguished ethnical groups, speaking’ almost lO0

different and distinct languages or dialets, and exhibiting
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markedly different customs and abits of life. After four

hundred years and more of domination by Spanish ca. lture, there

awe still in Mexico some .000,000 Indians who cannot even speak

the Spanish language. Te cumulative effects of social Ssola-

tion in a mountainous country without adequate means of cemm

nication plus the different types of adustment calld forth:

by the many varieties of geographical environment, have nevi-’’
tably given ise to cultural differentiations which to this day

charactri ze exico

Another basis for estimating the extent of these

"abysmal differences in thought" and levels of cultural develop.-

ment, may be gained by considering the following division of the

ppu,lation into "types ,of civilization"’ recently published by

the Secretariat of Education:

Primitive !ndig_enouivi.l.i,z..ati on
Indians 3 504 332
M sti os 4 330 4’52

Including a small percentage of Indians..’. 4. 000,000

European or Modern Civilization

Including a large percentage of Mest’izos.. 1.556,799

Until more complete studies have been made, these

figures may be accepted as a fairly adequate representation of

the "cultural map" of Mexico.

With this brief survey before us, we are now in a

position to understand why the problem of education in present

day Mxico is not only one of how to improve the economic well

being of the people, bu’t also a problem of how :the schools may

be used fop the "integration of the nat+/-on". The ’unity of human
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groups depends upon their possession of a common background

of experience and tradition and their reaction to communally

held symbols and collective representations. If Mexico is not

a nation, it is because the symbols of nationhood do not yet

possess any meaning or significance for the vast majority of

the population. The flag, the national anthem, the national

heroes have not entered into the experience of the people.

"The hstorical tradition, which imposes uniformity on the

customs and aspirations of a people" Writers the Mexican so-’

"properly speaking, does notciologist Daniel Cosio Villegas,

exist in Mexico...There are no popular legends, no popular

heroes... Even our great bull-fighters and our great ba ndits,

heroes of the middle class, are known only to those few indi-

viduals who read the daily newspapers." The "gan familla

nacional" is yet to be achleve in Mexico; the responslbility

for its creation lies With the public schools.

Turning now from our consideration of the nature of

the =educational problem, let us review in summary fashion the

means which have been devised for Its solution. Specifically,

let us see what kind of schools are being established, and what

type of pedagogical procedure is being followed. In a’ word:

what is MexiCO doing in its schools to raise the standard of

living of the masses of the people and to create a spirit of

national unity and cultural homogeneity
Before undertaking to answer these questions, it is

necessary to state that in Mexico, public education is carried

on by the federal, state and municipal gove.nments. As a matter
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of fact, however, at t-he present time, with the exception of

a few of the larger cities, municipal schools are of little

importance. Each state is autonomous in regard to its edu-

cational system ar_d may develop its program from the .,,

kindergarten to the university. The federal government has

charge of the schools in the federal district and in the terri-

tories and also has.the right to establish schools in any state.

This means that, the federal school system, working under the

direction of the Secretariat of Education functions independent-

ly Of the state school system. Duplication of effort is avoided

by a carefUl co-ordinatlon of’the federal and state programs.

Since what ohn Dewey has called "exico’s educational

renaissance" has been undoubtedly very largely due to the work

of the na’tional sthorities, it is appropiate that we should

devote our attention mainly to the achievements of the federal

government in this field.

The educational efforts of the national government

in the country at large outside of the federal district and the

territories, dates from the year 1921. At this time .exico

faced an educational crisis. The thirty years dieta’orship of

D{az was, to put it mildly, not distinguished for achievements

in education, and during the years of revolution and social

disorder following the downfall of that regime, the whole system

had become completely disorganized. Almost s_u entire generation

had grown up without advantages of publlc schools. In the larger

cities, schools continued to operate after a fashion, but in the

vast rural districts of Mexico, where 75% of the populatlon

lives and has its being, hardly a school Was to be found. In the

face of this situation, the federal government very wisely decided



to direct its first efforts to establishing educational cente_s

in these neglected rural communities. Beginning with the 0bregon

administration in 1921, this work has proceeded rapidly. In

0ctober, 1927, the Secretary of Education was able to report that

2,952 federal rural schools had been established, with a total

enrollment of 206,383 students, and 3,540 teachers. For rural

schools alone, the nationa] government spent in the year 1926-27

the sum of 3.001,590 pesos.

The program which is being followed in these federal

rural schools is admirably adapted to the educatlona’l needs of

the agrarian communities. Departing fom the traditional three

"R’s". the authorities have placed the emphasis in the four year

course upon teaching the children (ahd through them their parents)

those things which will s erve immediately to .increase poductivity

and raise the standard of living. Acc’ordlngly, each school is

equipped with a small plot of ground. Courses in farming, garden-

ing, the care of chickens and rabbitE, and courses in weaing,

tanning, pottery making, the preservation of fruits and vegetables

and carpntry bulk quits as large in the curricultun as reading,

writing ar_ arithmetic. Night classes are held for adults and

every effort is put forth to make the school the center Of the

community life. In all the activities of the rural school, the

pr.inciple of "acci6n" is in force. This means that the students

are encouraged to "lear by doing" rather than .relying, as, in the

past, upon books and the words of the teacher for the sources of

their knowledge. No opportunity is neglected to propogate the

spirit of nationalism and group unity. .The Indians are being

taught to speak Spanish,and the national anthem may be heard in



little mountain villages where,before the coming of the school,

It is doubtful if even the meaning of the word "NexIco" was

knOWn. The states are following in the foot steps of the federal

government and the last census reports the existence of 6,000

state supported rural schools.

In order to train teachers for the rural schools,

besides establishing a series of regional normal schools (there

are 9 of these now with a total enrollment of 625 students), the

federal government has devised a most ingenious system of movable

teachers’ institutes, known as "Cultural Nissi ons". These so-

called "Cultural Missions" consist of a group of experts in

education, agriculture, social work, small industries (weaving,

carpentry, etc.) and physical culture. Six such groups are now

at worF in the various states of the Republic. A Mission remains

in a given conity for three weeks. During this time, th

rural teachers of that district receive intensive training in

the theory and practice of rural education. In 192 and the

first .quarter of 1927, 44 such Missions or institutes were^in

13 different states. Approximately 3,000 teachers were reached

at a total cost of 114,742 pesos or,: on an average, 19,123 pesos

(c. $9,400) per year, per Miss ion.

A more specialized and advanced type of education is

being offered in the new federal regional agricultural schools.

"Es cuelas Cen-During the administration of PredBn% Calles,

trales Agr{colas" have been established in the States of Guana-

juato, Michoacn, Hidalgo, ad Du.ango. The average t otal cost

of each one of these fou schools is estlmatsd at 1.000,000

pesos (c. $500,0’00). At ’:the pesent time, the enrollment totals



675 students or an average of 168 per school. These institutions

are open to the sons of small farmers or "ejiditarios" (those

who live in the villages that hold their land communally).

Briefly, their purpose is to furnish a means whereby benighted

Mexican peons can be transfoEned into self respecting intel-

ligent farmer. Each school has a large tract of land, is stock-

ed with high grade animals and ec.ipped ith’ modern farming and

dairying machinery. It is no secret that the "Escuelas Con-

trales Agr.colas" ar’e the apple of President Calles’s eye, an.,

if present plans do not fail, three new institutions of this

type will be established during the omirg year. The agricul-

tural banks, the partition of landed estates and the Central

Agricultural Schools are the three major planks in the Pros i-

dent’s platfo of agrarian reform. Next to the rural’ schools,

the "Escuelas Centrales Agrcolas" represent the most important

.educational Inzovation of the present regime.

One oth2r very interesting experiment which the natiozal

government is conducting in its general campaign to improve the

conditions of the agrarian connunitles deserves to be mentioned.

In 1925 the_e was inaugurated in Mexico City a school known as

"La Casa del Estudiante Ind:[g’ena" er "School for the IndigenoUs

Student". This Institution admits only "pure" Indians and has as

its avowed purpose "the incorporation of the Indian as an in-

tegral part of the life of the nation." At the present writing

there are enrolled some 200 Indian students, representing 21

states and 25 or. more fferent tribal groups. As an experiment

in racial psychology the institution has already proved a marked

success, for i. has shown once for all that the Mexican Indian
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isin capacity to other racial groups,but that

he possesses mauy virtues and gifts of unique value. The school

hopes,by sending its graduates back "to leaven the loaf" in

their native villsge, to become, in time, a great social force

for reclaiming the Indians for Ilexican national life.

It must not be concluded from the foregoing that

Mexico’s educational rewakening has been entrely in the interest

of the rural districts. Both inside and outside the federal

district, the Department of Education has carried on an in-

tensive campaign for the improvement of the city schools. Part

of this campaign has been to establish "Escuelas Tp+/-cas" or

model primary schools in the capital of each state. Also, the

government maintains some 30 industrial and commercial schools

in various cities of the RepUblic. In the federal Capital, the

institutions of higher learning the National Univs_sity and

the Preparatory Schools have been reorganized along more modern

and more democratic lines, and in the field of primary education

the 8 new’scuelas al Aire Libre" (Open Air Schools) represent a

most orgSnal and novel contribution to school architecture and

pedagogical pactice. If space permitted, it uld be interest-

ing to treat in detail these and other asPects of the work of

the Dertment of Education. What has been set down here, how-

ever, is perhaPs enough to reveal the major tendencies of the

modern Mexi can educational movement.

By way of summarizing the foregoing and balancing the

books for exican education, th following facts may be rehearsed:

DEBITS

6% of the population of Mexico above l0 years of age
(ver 6.800,000 people) cannot read or write.



Of the total school population of 2.750,000 children
over 1.500000 are without any chools to go to.

Nealy .000,000 Indians cannot speak the Spanish
language.

’6 .
Nearly 8. 000, 000people in Mexico are classe by the

Department of Education as having a "primitive" standard of
livings.

The vast majority of the people are in urgent need of
citizenship training, if Mexico is to become a unified, demo-
cratic nation.

CREDITS.

The federal governmaut is spending 7.37% of’ its total
budget or 7.613,905 pesos a year on public education.

The state governments ar spending on an average of
37% of their yearly budgets for the same purpose.

In all, more than 49,800.000 pesos per year is being
spent for public education in Mexico.

The federal government is at the present time main-
taining ove 3,574 schools of which ,8 are rural.

The state and municipal governments are maintaining
9520 schools of which 6,3 are rural and 3,067 are primary school

The total number of schools in Mexico, p.ublic and privat
is 15,479.

The total nometin,al schools is 1.183,333
students, of which mumber 1.16,405 are in public schools.

Surely, no nation was ever faced with a greater educa

tional problem than is Mexico in the year of our Lord 1928. Not

oly must the nation struggle with ignorance and nescience on

every side, but in education, as in every other public enterprise

in Mexico, war has to be constantly waged against the age-old

traditions Of political graft and incompetence. There is an ever

present temptation to sacrifice the fund, so badly needed for

encation, to other and less worthy objects.

What for convenience we have called here the "problem

of education in Mexico" is only one aspect of that much larger
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and more difficult job which the revolutionary governments have

tackled the social reconst_uction of the whole nation. It

would be naive and even foolish to hope that in any educational

program, of whatever kind, Mexico will find the solution of all

the social Ills to Which it is heir. But if the present activ+/--

ties of the state an federal governments are n earnest for the

future, it is clear that exico is determined to give education

a fair chance to do its part in creating the new nation. The

rest lies in the lap of the gods. "It must be recognized and

said very loud an very clear", wrote the Secretary of Education

"that the work of popular redemption is now secu.slyin 1924,

launched, and that it has its roots deep in the conscience and

heart of Mexico". If this was trUe in 1924, it is doubly true

in 1928. Mexico has put its faith in education


